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Abstract
The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is one of the general purpose experiments at the CERN Large
Hadron Collider (LHC). CMS computing relies on different grid infrastructures to provide computa-
tional and storage resources. The major grid middleware stacks used for CMS computing are gLite,
Open Science Grid (OSG) and ARC (Advanced Resource Connector). Helsinki Institute of Physics
(HIP) hosts one of the Tier-2 centers for CMS computing. CMS Tier-2 centers operate software sys-
tems for data transfers (PhEDEx), Monte Carlo production (ProdAgent) and data analysis (CRAB).
In order to provide the Tier-2 services for CMS, HIP uses tools and components from both ARC
and gLite grid middleware stacks. Interoperation between grid systems is a challenging problem and
HIP uses two different solutions to provide the needed services. The first solution is based on gLite-
ARC grid level interoperability. This allows to use ARC resources in CMS without modifying the
CMS application software. The second solution is based on developing specific ARC plugins in CMS
software.
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Abstract.   The   Compact  Muon   Solenoid   (CMS)   is   one   of   the   general   purpose 
experiments at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC). CMS computing relies on 
different   grid   infrastructures   to  provide   computational   and   storage   resources.  The 
major grid middleware stacks used for CMS computing are gLite, Open Science Grid 
(OSG) and ARC (Advanced Resource Connector). Helsinki Institute of Physics (HIP) 
hosts  one  of   the  Tier­2  centers   for  CMS computing.  CMS Tier­2  centers  operate 
software systems for data transfers (PhEDEx), Monte Carlo production (ProdAgent) 
and data analysis (CRAB). In order to provide the Tier­2 services for CMS, HIP uses 
tools   and   components   from   both   ARC   and   gLite   grid   middleware   stacks. 






CMS experiment   faces   a   very   important   data   analysis   task,  which   is   solved  by   a  worldwide 
distributed   computing   system   using   grid   technology   in   a   heterogeneous   grid   environment.   The 
























manpower  and  very   little  hardware,   since   the  computing   resources  are  hosted and  owned by   the 
participating institutions. 
ARC is developed by the NorduGrid collaboration and by the EU funded (6 MEUR) KnowARC 















































There   are   several   ways   in   which   users   can   profit   from   resources   that   run   different   grid 
middlewares. One simple model is that two or more grid middlewares are installed in parallel at one 
computing cluster. This is rather simple to achieve but does not provide real grid interoperation. In 
addition,   system administration   load   is   increased.  Another  model   is   to  build  bridges   (also  called 
gateways) between different  grid systems.  The gateway build between gLite and ARC systems is 





information systems so  that  grid  systems can directly  exchange  information.  Grid standardization 























application.  Grid  level   interoperability   requires  a  rather  complicated gateway system,  but   it  gives 
application independent grid level interoperability, and only has to be implemented once. 
ARC   support   in   CMS   applications   is   implemented   both   using   application   and   grid   level 



























job   submission   to  ARC  clusters.  The  ARC  clusters   are   identified   by   their   contact   string   in   the 
information system. The NorduGrid GAHP module  creates an ARC xrsl   job description file,  and 





existing   interoperability   module,   only   5   jobs   could   be   submitted   successfully   out   of   10   jobs. 
Submitting a larger amount of jobs would only decrease the success rate to about 20 % for 1000 jobs 





















issue   is   user   authorization.  ARC  mainly   uses   gridmap   files   for   authorization.   This  means   that 
authorized users' certificate subjects are collected, and their mapping to local user groups is decided in 
advance. The WLCG's use of VOMS to manage VOs complicates this. The VOMS includes additional 

















































CPU efficiency because CPUs do not  have wait   idle  when  input   files  are  copied  from a storage 
















a task that can easily be distributed over many contributing sites.    To automate the task,  a tiered 
workload management system has been designed [7], where the workload is distributed over a bunch 
of "ProdAgent" instances. Each ProdAgent instance has some resources in the form of computing 
elements  (CEs)  and storage elements  (SEs),   typically a Tier­1 or  Tier­2 site.  Production  jobs are 
generated from workflows, that are either pulled from a central server called the ProdMgr, or injected 
by the local operator. The data being produced is initially stored at a local SE, and registered in the 















2   site,   4   workflows,   with   close   to   400000   jobs,   have   been   processed.   The   datasets   (e.g. 













version 2),  common job description  language (JSDL) and common job submission  interfaces will 
make grid   interoperation easier   in  the  future.  The  interoperation solutions described in  this  paper 
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